More on Structured Immersion

The September 1985 issue of Educational Leadership featured an exchange between Russell Gersten and John Woodward (pp. 75 and 83) and Ramon Santiago (p. 79) on immersion programs for teaching English to language-minority students in the United States. These authors all made extensive but occasionally inaccurate reference to my research.

One of the questions raised by Santiago concerns jargon, he questions what “structured immersion” might be. One answer is simple: it is defined by the characteristics of the programs Gersten and Woodward described. It is also a term my colleagues and I made up one afternoon in 1981. Some years ago, some Canadian parents wanted more effective French-as-a-second-language classes for their children. The researchers who reported on the resulting program called it “immersion.” We noted the characteristics of this method of teaching a second language and considered using it to teach English to American language-minority students (Baker and de Kanter 1981).

It seems, however, that this phrase upsets Santiago and those who share his ideology. Immersion, by their definition, is not a method, but a result: it produces a student fluent in two languages. Since we were focusing only on the question of whether immersion would produce fluent English, they argued, we were using the term incorrectly. Consequently, we tried to find another name.

The best alternative we thought of was Structured Program for English Acquisition and Knowledge. Everybody liked that until they realized what the acronym was. We finally settled on structured immersion; immersion because that’s what the methods are, and structured to denote that it is somehow different from immersion for those who think you can’t teach English to children in Texas the same way you teach French to children in Quebec.

Whatever its name, this method seems to be a very effective way of teaching second languages. It is so effective that people pay Berlitz to learn this way. It is so effective that the military uses it. It is so effective that linguists praise its use in teaching German to children in Wisconsin, Spanish to children in California, and French to children in Maryland. But never, says Santiago, should we use it to teach English to Spanish-speaking children in Texas.

Santiago bases his conclusion solely on ideology. No empirical evidence shows that immersion is less effective for teaching English in Texas than it is for teaching other languages in other places.

Whether immersion works for language-minority children is, as Gersten and Woodward point out, an empirical question. That is why the Department of Education has funded Gersten and Woodward’s retrospective study of two immersion programs and a major prospective study of the effects of immersion programs for teaching English to language-minority students.

Santiago criticizes Gersten and Woodward for their “uncritical acceptance of Baker and de Kanter’s and my contention that ‘transitional bilingual education has had minimal success, that there is no empirical evidence to support its use’” (page 2). But Santiago, as well as Gersten and Woodward, missate our findings. Here is what we actually said about bilingual education in the paper Santiago cited: “TBE [transitional bilingual education] has had mixed success. Although it has worked in some settings, it has proved ineffective in others, and has had negative effects in some places” (Baker and de Kanter n.d.).

Santiago also mistakenly writes that we said “immersion is superior to bilingual education…” After discussing the literature on alternative ways of teaching bilingual students, including immersion and bilingual education, we said “…this literature offers little guidance in choosing among these alternatives…a widespread structured immersion demonstration program is especially needed…Immersion may not transfer successfully from Canada to the United States, but this is an empirical question that should be answered by direct test.”

We are not advocates of immersion; we are advocates of experimentation with a variety of methods so that the education of bilingual students can be improved.

Santiago also criticizes us for restricting our review of the literature to English and math skills while ignoring science, social studies, dropout rates, and so on. In fact, we tried to look at these other variables but found no scientifically valid studies of them.

Again, this is an empirical issue, and Santiago’s claims of benefits in these areas on ideological grounds provide poor policy guidance.

I must also take issue with Santiago’s assertion that “the absence of comparison groups in the Uvalde program [would] by Baker and de Kanter’s standards invalidate the results.” There are two problems with Santiago’s assertion. First, Gersten and Woodward do, in fact, present data for comparison groups. Their first analysis used as its comparison group national estimates generated by Danoff (1978) for achievement among low-income Hispanic students. In two other analyses, the comparison group was local students of similar background. Second, Santiago seems to be referring to our conclusions that the norm-referenced evaluation model is invalid in assessing the impact of bilingual programs. Santiago has mistakenly equated the use of percentile scores as a measure with the norm-referenced model. In the norm-referenced model, percentile scores incorporate the norming group as the comparison against which the tested students’ progress is measured. It is not proper to do this for bilingual students, if the norms are derived from a monolingual population. But Gersten and Woodward did not use this type of evaluation model. They compared the performance of one group of Hispanic students to another, using percentile scores to provide a common standard of measurement. (NCES would have been better if the two studies used different tests but, given the magnitude of the differences found, it is unlikely that NCES would have
I share Santiago's belief that there are grounds to have some methodological reservations but, even keeping those reservations in mind, Gersten and Woodward have firmly settled one issue. Advocates of bilingual education have claimed, with scant empirical basis, that English immersion programs will not work as a method of teaching language minority children in the United States. Gersten and Woodward provide two examples of immersion programs that refute this claim. The bilingual program advocates are wrong on this point. However, one unanswered question is whether immersion is superior to bilingual education. Even if there were no reason for reservations about Gersten and Woodward's methodology, this would still be an open question because two programs, no matter how impressive they are, are not enough to settle the issue.

The recently concluded Significant Bilingual Instructional Features Study, the most extensive (and expensive) study ever done of bilingual education programs, found that outstanding bilingual programs use immersion to teach English. These programs differ from those described by Gersten and Woodward in their use of a language other than English as the medium for teaching in some part of the school day. Given that the goal of bilingual programs is to teach English, the question is this since we know the most effective bilingual programs use immersion for 60 percent of the school day, would it not be even more effective to use it 100 percent of the school day?

KEITH BAKER
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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This manuscript, which Santiago incorrectly cites as a U.S. Department of Education document, is a working draft of a manuscript we were invited to contribute to a collection of readings on bilingual education. The manuscript is not final, and no one has been given permission to read, reference, or quote this draft document. Santiago also indicates that this manuscript was the Baker/de Kanter source relied upon by Gersten and Woodward. That is incorrect. Gersten and Woodward do not cite this manuscript in their references. Moreover, Gersten and Woodward have not had access to the document.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily represent either the policy or opinions of the U.S. Department of Education.

One School's Approach to Character Education
I have just finished perusing the January 1986 issue of Educational Leadership. Your overview entitled "Character and Critical Thinking" is a wonderful attempt to kindle the feeling that American schools need to continue developing character. It brings to mind a lot of truly appealing images for most of us as adults and as educators.

There is no doubt that public schools need to help students learn to act in accord with their beliefs to produce a better world. At the Drew School we have worked very hard on the tenets of Global Education for the past four years. As one of the leading schools in our state to work toward this, we have developed various programs relating to world hunger, community outreach, and a study of current events. I am very proud of what our staff has done, and I am sure that they will enjoy several of the articles in this issue. Thank you again for giving us so much food for thought.

CHARMAINE DELLA NEVE
PRINCIPAL
PERKY L. DREW SCHOOL
384 STOCKTON ST.
HIGHTSTOWN, NJ 08520

Honest Adults Model Values Best
In "Fulfilling the Great Tradition Through Interpersonal Honesty: A Response to Wynne" by David Aspy, Cheryl Aspy, and Flora Roebuck, the authors state that "If we want to reinvigorate the great tradition [solid moral values] we must practice it, there is no shortcut."

I commend their practical and accurate message. Children deserve diligent, honest, and patriotic adults—nothing less.

JEANETTE E. TAMAGINI
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908

No Absolute Values? Absolutely No Tax Dollars
James A. Beane, in "The Continuing Controversy Over Affective Education," absolutely excludes those of us who terms "absolutists." If he were a racist, then he would send us back to Africa. Lucky for us he is only a bigoted
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Unique sequential curriculums that expand and develop your students' creative and cognitive thinking skills. JUST THINK programs have been proven successful during six years of testing with U.S. military children.

Each JUST THINK program provides a complete year's curriculum with easy-to-follow directions and work sheets for:
- Develop oral language and creative design skills
- Teach comprehension and critical thinking
- Adapt to a wide range of learners (gifted, learning disabled, etc.)
- Parallel multi-curricular requirements
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- These are Multi-Age Level and/or Combination Class Programs.
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Letters to the Editor

Comments on Educational Leadership articles are welcome. Address letters to Editor, Educational Leadership, 125 N. West Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. Letters may be edited for brevity and clarity.